#paikassasuomi

Campaign summary
The campaign “Paikassa Suomi” is representing Finnish work anywhere in the world.
It is about creating a highly visual brand and encouraging users to post content
under the geotag “Suomi” and the hashtag #paikassasuomi.
Our goal is that whenever people use Finnish products, services or otherwise
support Finnish work they are “in Finland”. When our audience is exploring the
world and travelling to exotic destinations on Finnish airlines they can support
finnish work by geotagging “Suomi”. The same goes for eating treats made in
Finland, using Finnish mobile services and applications, coming across beautiful
Finnish design or even enjoying a Caribbean Cruise on a ship built in Finland. Every
piece of inspiring content somehow showcasing Finnish work should be proudly
tagged with both the geotag and the hashtag.
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Solution to the brief
We want people to share the location “Suomi” and hashtag #paikassasuomi on their
social media channels with content supporting Finnish work in any way. Our official
channels are Instagram and Facebook.
Because the campaign is highly visual, our main focus is on the Instagram account
@paikassasuomi. The account will repost content published by users under the geotag
“Suomi” or the hashtag #paikassasuomi. We will also create high quality original
content, both sponsored and organic, for example pictures of less known Finnish
products or services which are generally hidden in the mass of foreign
competitors.The captions are short, engaging and promoting the good cause of
choosing Finnish.
The website of Association For Finnish Work will have a campaign page where the
background of the campaign is explained with the help of statistics and infographics.
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BUY FINNISH WITH GOOD CONSCIENCE
-CREATE A JOB

By choosing Finnish products and services you are creating
jobs around you. Let people know what a superhero you
are by tagging your location in Suomi wherever you are.
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